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 Lowi (1972)
 “Policy determines politics”

 Wilson (1980) policies differ in the 
distribution of costs/benefits that they incur



-

adapted from Freeman 2006: 230



 Not policy but claims-making on policy issues
 Politics (dep. variable) not interplay of executive, 

legislature and interest groups in institutionalised context

 Assertions of costs and benefits as interpretation of policy 
issue by claims-maker

 Two ways of understanding this:
 (I) Different policy issues bring about different assertions 

about migration that are comparable cross-nationally.
 (II) Different assertions about migration are expression of 

the policy: What is the relationship with politicisation as a 
political process?



 Look at different areas of immigration and civic integration 
(variable SISSUE) and check whether we see a difference in 
assertions of costs and benefits and whether these are 
concentrated of diffuse as proposed by Freeman 2006.

 Citizenship/long term residence (distributive logic):
diffuse costs and concentrated benefits?
 Asylum procedure (regulatory logic):
concentrated costs and diffuse benefits?
 Welfare entitlements to asylum seekers, guestworkers 

(redistributive logic):
concentrated costs and concentrated benefits?

 Differences between policy issues should be systematic 
and apply cross-nationally. 



 Take different combinations of costs and 
benefits and explore whether any systematic 
relationship to politicisation as a political 
process. 

 Politicisation as defined by Wouter, Joost and 
Laura (salience and polarisation)

 Immigration flows/types
 POS



 Hypothesis 1:
Salience is largely an expression of costs of a 
policy to (parts of) society:
concentrated costs = high salience; diffuse 
costs = low salience.

 Hypothesis 2: 
When both concentrated costs meet 
concentrated benefits (i.e. a redistributive 
logic) then we find high polarisation.





 Hypothesis 3: Immigration flows: 
sudden change in numbers are likely to give 
more salience (invoke perception of costs)

 Hypothesis 4: Immigration history: 
already high numbers (immigration society): 
migration is more in the public conscience, 
interests are more organised than in ‘new’ 
countries of immigration (IRE, ES). Makes 
politicisation with higher polarisation more 
likely than in new countries of immigration.



 Hypothesis 5:
The more restrictive policies in the country 
already are, the more salience gain anti-
immigrant groups (in a political climate that 
already features restrictive policies on 
immigration and migrant rights, it becomes 
more acceptable to be ‘anti-immigrant’). 



 Hypothesis 6:
In corporatist systems, interests find more 
indirect ways into policy-making than in pluralist 
societies which finds expression in lower levels 
of salience.

 Hypothesis 7:
Existence of anti-migrant party/representation in 
parliament raises number of claims with costs 
=> higher salience.

 Hypothesis 8:
Meaningful access points for migrant 
organisations raise number of claims with 
benefits 


